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In the perfect tradition of Microlite 20 I wanted to keep 
it simple, this tool will give a final template ready to be 
played with special abilities useful and tasty already at 
first levels, that won’t need specializations, acquisition 
of new skills and powers, everything is set before, 
letting the players to  “play the adventure” and not 
build their characters, you did it for them. 
 
It can be very useful when you are facing a new 
setting (can be a new whole world or just a different 
kind of campaign in your existing world), and you want 
to define better the classes with an eye to culture, 
technology and society (it sounds big lol). 
 
This DM tool is meant for building new classes both for 
PCs and NPCs, especially if your world is mostly 
“human-oriented” and you are not using too many 
bizarre monsters. PCs are used to standard classes, 
and think to know everything of their opponents 
before the fight starts, but if you manage to create 
different and unexpected classes for each adventure 
they will always ponder the situation with more 
attention, and the game will result more interesting. 
 

LETS START 
First of all you should have an idea about what your 
class will be, take inspiration from books, movies, 
drawings and of course try to match the new class 
with the style of playing of your players, cut it on 
them. Don’t be generous or your new class will be 
overpowered. 
You are not meant to make balanced classes for both 
combat and social situations, the best result is when 
you perfectly catch the spirit of that class with all its 
points of strenght and weaknesses. This builder has no 
points to spend, just pick the bunus that best describe 
your new class. 
 
 

TEMPLATE 
The final class should be described using this template, 
and few words of background. 
 
New Class  

• Melee Attack Bonus:  
• Missile Attack Bonus:  
• Magic Attack Bonus:  
• Armor:  
• Weapon: 
• Skills: (optional, a one word description of the  

Major Skills, Minor skills, Lesser skills)  
• Special Abilities:  

 
 
 

ATTACK BONUS 
 

Melee Attack Bonus 
Be sure to see if  a class is used to fights or if that 
class is made for it. 
 
+1/lvl: Pure Melee Fighter, Professional Soldier, 
Mercenary, Knight, Master Assassin, Tribal Champion, 
Duelist. 
This bonus is for people who live in constant training of 
martial arts, and fight is a common part of their lives. 
 
+1/2 lvl: Militia/Levy Soldier, Thug, Primitive/Clan 
Member, Scout, Spy, Trader (carovan). 
This bonus is for people who face violence often but 
it’s not their true profession, they are used and ready 
to fight but they will never reach the perfection of a 
pure warrior. 
 
+1/3 lvl: Common Man, Trader (shop), Artisan, 
Charlatan, Inn Keeper. 
This bonus is for people that would never start a fight 
but that can defend themsleves if needed, common 
people that had few or no experiences with violence. 
 
+1/4 lvl: Academic, Librarian, Alchemist, Wizard, 
Politician, Shaman, Sage, Doctor, Priest, Healer. 
This bonus is for people with no experience or affinity 
with combat, they will avoid all combat situations until 
escaped or cornered. 
 
 

Missile Attack Bonus 
Most missile weapons are difficult to handle and 
master, if everyone can kill with a club only a few can 
aim and shot with a bow. 
 
+1/lvl: Ranger, Hunter, Sniper, Archer, Mecenary 
Cossbowman. 



This bonus is for people who live with their bow and 
uses it daily, for training or survival. 
 
+1/2 lvl: Levy Soldier, Primitive/Clan Member, Spy, 

Trader (carovan), Trapper. 
This bonus is for people who often use missile 
weapons for more than one purpose, but consider it 
just an useful tool and not a way of living. 
 
+1/3 lvl:  a Common Man, Thug, Artisan, Charlatan, 
Militia. 
This bonus is for people that can use a missile weapon, 
but due a lack of training and real need isn’t properly 
skilled. 
 
+1/4 lvl: Academic, Librarian, Alchemist, Wizard, 
Politician, Shaman, Sage, Doctor, Priest,  
This bonus is for people that will hardly use a missile 
weapon if not as last resource in a desperate situation. 
 
 

Magic Attack bonus 
Turn Undead and Read Scrolls are special abilities that 
should be accessibile only to classes with a positive 
Magic Attack Bonus. It is possible to limit the cast of 
high level spells from scrolls for classes with a low 
Magic Attack Bonus. 
 
+1/lvl: a Wizard, priest, Shaman, Alchemist 
This bonus is for a pure spell user, people who studied 
and still study the magical forces. 
 
+1/2 lvl: Treasure Hunter, Charlatan, Spy.  
This bonus is for a trained individual that with study or 
field experience can manipulate/use magical powers 
and items. 
 
+1/3 lvl: Cultured, Noble, Academic, Sage. 
This bonus is for people that have some knowledge 
about magic and supernatural, they studied something 
in their youth but are not familiar with magic. 
 
+1/4 lvl: Healer, Doctor, Scientist. 
This bonus is for people that know the basics of 
magical powers, but they use other means to reach 
that effect. 
 
0/lvl: everyone else 
 

 
 

SPELLS, SKILLS AND SPECIAL 
ABILITIES 

 
Casting Abilities 

Few spell users can cast both Arcane and Divine spells, 
but are rare and they shouldn’t have an high level 
spell progression.  
 
Major Arcane: Pure Wizard, Magi, Enchanter. 
Can cast Arcane spell with a spell level equal or below 
their current level /2 rounded up 
A life of stydy, their main focus is the macical 
knowledge, to which they will sacrifice everything else, 
money, power, fame is nothing compared to the 
understanding of the magical secrets. 
 
Major Divine: Priest, Hermit. 
Can cast Divine spell with a spell level equal or below 
their current level /2 rounded up 

Pure devotion to a god, characters with Major Divine 
Powers are much more than men of the clergy, they 
are a link with god itself, their lives are devoted to the 
interpretation of its will. 

 
Minor Arcane: Sorceror, Witch, Alchemist 
Can cast Arcane spell with a spell level equal or below 
their current level /3 rounded up 
Spells and magical powers are easily mastered by 
these individuals, but their main interest is to use the 
force and not to study it like a Major Arcanist. Their 
lack of Magical powers compared to a Major Arcanist is 
often repaid with better social skills and mundane 
abilities. 
 
Minor Divine: Inquisitor, Shaman, Cleric. 
Can cast Divine spell with a spell level equal or below 
their current level /3 rounded up 
Religious and practical people that can help the cause 
with their skills and their mundane abilities 
 
Lesser Arcane: Charalatan, Jester, Bard, Skald.  
Can cast Arcane spell with a spell level equal or below 
their current level /4 rounded up 
This bonus is for people with a natural predisposition 
and an instinctive knowledge about magic, often such 
individuals don’t need to learn spells, they are innate. 
 
Lesser Divine: Chaplain, Herbalist, Healer, Zealot 
Can cast Divine spell with a spell level equal or below 
their current level /4 rounded up 
God Touched and believers, they adore a god or a 
divine emanation with true devotion. 

 
Skills 

All the class will get a +1/lvl bonus to their Major Skills 
(strictly related to their role and class), +1/2 lvl to the 
Minor skills (related to social status, background, 
interests) and +1/4 lvl to the Lesser skills (everything 
else, with a sense, a stout warrior can’t roll to 
translate from ancient suloise). 
 

Special Abilities 

This is the heart of the class, special abilities give 
flavour to the character, something unique that is not 
sharable with other classes. Every class should have 
them. Special abilities can be the classical ones (Turn 
Undead, Read Scrolls, Lay on Hands, ... ), they can 
emulate low level spells, social/mundane bonus ( 
impersonation, noble, feared, influent, ...), give 
combat/defense bonus to damage/AC, grant a 
pet/retainer. Most of all they have to define the role of 
the class during the adventure, making them not 
replaceable by others and useful from the 1st level. 
 
Few examples 
 

• Protect (takes -2 to AC and To Hit, and gives 
+4 AC to target) 

• Ignore Pain (damage is reduced by 1 every 4 
lvl, if damage is reduced to 0 he loses anyway 
1 HP) 

• Massive Damage (on a natural 18,19,20 they 
deal +1D6 damage/4 lvl) 

• Dungeon Master (once a day he gets a +1/lvl 
bonus to any check related to the dungeon) 

• Treasure Finder (can detect magic items, can 
evaluate objects) 

• Bless of Combat (once a day all allies get 
+1/lvl for 1 round to all attacks and damage 
rolls) 



• Contacts (welcomed everywhere, can gather 
informations) 

• Evaluate (can evaluate objects) 
• Retainer (½HD/lvl retainer) 

• Familiar (a tiny magical creature, stats and 
class as Diminutive Pests, ½ HD/lvl) 

• Natural Healing (every day can cure with 
natural remedy 1D6 HP to any party member 
or ally) 

• Curse (remove/bestow curse 1/week every 4 
lvl) 

• Hunter’s Pet, 1HD/ lvl, max HD of a single pet 
is ½ lvl 

• Tribe Charm, can manipulate tribe’s opinion 
(DC vs MIND, 5 + Lvl) 

• Survival (with 1-3 on D6 can get food and 
shelter for 1D4+1 people) 

• Backstab (add 1D6/4 Lvl to damage when 
opponent is surprised or without dex bonus) 

• Dual Wield (when using 2 weapons he deals 
1d4 more damage) 

• Poison Master (everyday can produce 1D6+2 
doses of poison, the poison loses its power 
after 24 hours. Damge +1D6 damage, Stun 
1D6 rounds, Stat Decrease (choose one) 1D6 
hours. ST are vs 10+ Assassin level) 

• Impersonation (can disguise and act as any 
class, social status) 

• Mark of the Shaman (Feared by other tribe 
members/similiar culture) 

 
 

ARMORS AND WEAPONS 
Equipment depends by the technological level, the 
social status that the class represents in its culture and 
the relevant skill in melee and missile (eg. a tribal 
champion doesn’t wear a full plate while a knight does 
even if both represent the excellence of martial skill in 
their cultures). 
  

Armors 
 

Shield: everyone related to a martial profession with 

at least a melee attack bonus of +1/3 lvl. 
 
None: Wizard, Priest, Doctor, Artisan, Healer, 
Politician, Shaman. 
Pure spell users and academics usually wear no armor, 
but there can be exceptions, but not higher than light 
armors (eg. war wizards, shamans, northern cultures). 
 
Light: Trader, Scout, Ranger, Barbarian, Primitive or 
Clan member. 
Almost everyone can wear a leather armor, and even a 
studded one. 
 
Medium: Mercenary, Professional Soldier. 
Charachters with a military background or relevant 
melee skills wear medium armors. 
 
Heavy: knight, Elite Units, Noble.  
Heavy armors are rare, expensive and difficult to 
wear, only elite units and special characters use them. 
 
 

Weapons 
The Attack bonus is a good way to define which 
weapons a class can use but still, each class should 
have access to weapons that fit its description, there 
are many exceptions, just take note of the  special 
weapons that a class can use. A wizard could be able 
to use staves, or crossbows; a shaman could use 

spears; some rare cultists without  a good melee skill 
can still use the weapon of choice of their god even if a 
2 handed sword; militia/citywatch can’t use a 2 
handed sword but in some advanced civilizations could 

handle a polearm. As optional rule for Melee Weapons 
we can say that is possible to use every weapon, but 
the damage dealt is limited by the Damage Dice that 
the class can use, so a pure caster with a 2 handed 
sword will deal 1D4 damage becouse he isn’t trained in 
that weapon and doesn’t know how to use it 
efficiently. 
 
 

Melee Weapon Choice (by damage) 
 
1D4: Everyone can use these weapons 
 
1D6: These weapons are often tools or very simple 
war weapons, like maces, a melee bonus of +1/3 lvl or 
higher is needed. 
 
1D8: Using properly these weapons needs a training, 
suggested for classes with a melee bonus of +1/2 or 
higher. 
 
1D10+ : A long training and exercise are  needed, 
suggested for classes with a melee bonus of +1/lvl. 
 
 

Missile Weapon Choice (by weapon) 
 
Crossbow : Everyone can use a crossbow, it’s a 
simple and lethal weapon. 
 
Short Bow : A missile bonus of +1/2 lvl or higher is 
needed. 
 
Long Bow: Suggested for classes with a missile bonus 
of +1/lvl. 
 
Sling/Staffsling: Suggested for classes with a a 
missile bonus of +1/3 lvl or higher. 
 
Throwing Weapons: Suggested for classes with a 
missile bonus of +1/3 lvl or higher. 
 
Gunpowder weapons: The great revolution, 
everyone can be deadly with a gun, and with no 
training, aim and shot! 

 
 

EXAMPLE 
 THE DUELIST 

 
• Melee Attack Bonus: +1/lvl 
• Missile Attack Bonus: +1/3 lvl 
• Magic Attack Bonus: no 
• Armor: medium, shield 
• Weapon: All melee, crossbow 
• Special Abilities: Feared (opponents aware of 

his profession fights with -2 to hit and +1 AC, 
defensive stance, only knights and special 
units ignore this rule), Lethal (if the to hit roll 
is 5 higher than opponent AC the duelist deals 
+1D6 damage every 5 lvl), Fearless. 

A noble in disgrace or a skilled adventurer, you can 
fight for nobles or for yourself, everyone in town 
knows your name, people love romantic 
swordmasters. You can be a selfish disenchanted 

individual or an hopeless idealist, either way you are 
deadly, and you like it. 


